
Incident Date Borough Address Number Street Fatalities Injuries EOC Final Description DOB Action ECB Violation Numbers DOB Violation Numbers Permit Permit No Incident Type Owner's Name Contractor Name
1/2/2019 Bronx 4215 PARK AVENUE 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that a worker in the cellar fell 

approximately five feet from a ladder. The worker was 
sent to a hospital. An ECB Violation was issued for the 
improper use of a ladder.

ECB Violation 35367408M 010319CE06WG01 Other Construction Related Incidents NOT ON FILE JOY CONSTRUCTION CORP

1/2/2019 Queens 147-40 ARCHER AVENUE 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that an electrician was 
preparing to pull wires through a pipe when he stepped 
backwards on the same floor and lost his balance. The 
electrician cut his left hand while trying to reach for 
something to grab to prevent himself from falling. The 
worker went to an urgent care center on his own to 
receive treatment.

No Dispatch NEW BUILDING 420654508 Other Construction Related Incidents HP JAMSTA HOUSING DEV. FUND CO CNY CONSTRUCTION LLC

1/3/2019 Brooklyn 1797 BROADWAY 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that a worker was guiding 
piles into place when a pile shifted and the worker 
injured his right leg. The worker was in stable condition 
and was taken to an area hospital. The extent and 
severity of the worker's injuries were not known as of the 
time of inspection. An Aggravated Level 2 ECB Violation 
was issued for a failure to safeguard. A full Stop Work 
Order (FSWO) and a DOB Violation were also issued.

ECB Violation 35374959Y 010318CNEGS01 NB 32156883 Excavation/Soil Work 1797 REALTY ASSOCIATES W Developers Corp

1/3/2019 Brooklyn 778 DRIGGS AVENUE 0 3 A DOB inspector reported that there were three workers 
on a sidewalk shed that were attempting to lift up a 
suspended scaffold platform. While the workers were 
lifting the suspended scaffold platform above the 
sidewalk shed parapet wall, the parapet wall gave way, 
and all three workers fell down onto the sidewalk. One of 
the workers suffered a twisted ankle, and one of the 
workers suffered a twisted finger. There was no 
information available regarding the injuries suffered by 
the third worker. Alll three injured workers were taken to 
a hospital by an ambulance. Two ECB Violations were 
issued: one violation for a failure to safeguard persons 
and property, and a one violation for the sidewalk shed 
not being built according to code specifications. A partial 
Stop Work Order (PSWO) and two DOB Violations were 
also issued.

ECB Violation 35354419P 35354420M 010319CE01CV01,02 ALT-3 321674675 Material Fell OKUNIEWSKI MARIAN ART-B CONSTRUCTION

1/3/2019 Brooklyn 982 WILLOUGHBY AVENUE 0 1 The Construction Superintendent reported that a worker 
was using a piggy-back to deliver material onto the street 
when the piggy-back overturned and the worker suffered 
injuries to his arm and legs. The worker was found 
conscious and an ambulance was called to transport the 
worker to a hospital.

No Dispatch NB 321183937 Other Construction Related Incidents 982 WILLOUGHBY AVENUE LLC BROOKLYN

1/3/2019 Manhattan 110 CHARLTON STREET 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that a worker was guiding a 
concrete pump hose during a concrete pouring operation 
when concrete splashed into his eye. The worker was 
sent to a hospital. An ECB Violation was issued for a 
failure to maintain safe operations. A partial Stop Work 
Order (PSWO) was issued for concrete pouring 
operations. A DOB Violation was also issued.

ECB Violation 35376880K 010319CE02MH03 Other Construction Related Incidents STRATEGIC GREENWICH EQUITY, LL PLAZA CONSTRUCTION LLC

1/3/2019 Manhattan 500 WEST 33 STREET 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker was 
standing on an “A”-Frame ladder when he fell off of the 
ladder. The worker was okay, but was taken to a hospital 
by an ambulance. This incident occurred as the result of 
a worker’s error.

No Dispatch NB 121186251 Worker Fell NOT ON FILE TISHMAN CONSTRUCTION

1/3/2019 Manhattan 601 WASHINGTON STREET 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that there was an 
unenclosed ladder inside of the building that was 
knocked over by a gust of wind. The ladder hit a worker. 
The worker was okay, but was taken to a hospital by an 
ambulance.

No Dispatch NB 122931845 Other Construction Related Incidents HADSW LLC TITANIUM CONSTRUCTION SER
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1/3/2019 Manhattan 615 10 AVENUE 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that during a stripping 
operation for the underside of the fifth floor, shoring was 
removed from an opening, and a piece of plywood was 
placed over the opening. A worker performing 
housekeeping work on the sixth floor stepped on the 
piece of plywood, slipped, and fell to the fifth floor. The 
worker was found conscious and did not suffer any 
broken bones. The worker was transported to a hospital 
for further evaluation. The plywood was not secured, and 
a Controlled Access Zone (CAZ) was not maintained 
during the stripping operation. A pre-shift safety meeting 
did not take place before the stripping operation began. 
Two ECB Violations were issued: one violation for the 
failure to institute safety measures, and one violation for 
the failure to conduct a pre-shift safety meeting. A partial 
Stop Work Order (PSWO) was issued on stripping 
operations. Two DOB Violations were also issued. A 
Means and Methods for safe operations to prevent a 
similar incident from occurring going forward must be 
provided.

ECB Violation 35376875X/79N 010319CE04MH01/02 NB 121190889 Worker Fell HUDSON 888 OWNER LLC LEEDING BUILDERS GROUP LL

1/4/2019 Manhattan 58 WEST 39 STREET 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that debris fell into a worker's 
eye while the worker was cleaning threaded rods. An 
ambulance took the worker to a hospital for a check up. 
Three ECB Violations were issued: one violation for the 
failure to conduct a pre-shift safety meeting, one violation 
for the obstruction of the sidewalk, and one violation for 
the performance of work that was no conforming to the 
approved plan. Three DOB Violations were also issued.

ECB Violation 35376926R / 27Z / 28K 010419CE05JK01/02/03 Other Construction Related Incidents H HOTEL LLC CROSSCITY CONSTRUCTION CO

1/4/2019 Brooklyn 4813 9 AVENUE 0 1 The Construction Superintendent reported that an 
electrical worker tripped, fell, and hurt his fingers. The 
worker went to a City M.D. by himself.

No Dispatch NB 320592970 Worker Fell MAIMONIDES MEDICAL CENTER AMERICON CONSTRUCTION INC

1/7/2019 Manhattan 211 EAST 70 STREET 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that there were mast climbers 
being used at all four exposures of a thirty-four story 
existing building in order to perform façade repair work. 
At the roof level, a worker lost control of a cordless drill 
and the drill fell onto a deck, ricocheted off of the deck, 
and then struck another worker in the leg. The injured 
worker was sent to a hospital by ambulance. Three ECB 
Violations were issued: one violation for a failure to 
safeguard persons and property affected by construction 
operations, as there was no Controlled Access Zone 
(CAZ) on the deck while the overhead operation was in 
progress, there was no safety orientation held before the 
start of the task, and there were no safeguards for falling 
in place, a second violation for the absence of a guardrail 
along the inner edge of the deck, and a third violation for 
the performance of work that was not conforming to the 
approved Site Safety Plan (SSP), as a large quantity of 
construction material was being stored on the deck. A 
partial Stop Work Order (PSWO) was issued for all work 
on the elevated platform and mast climber. The General 
Contractor is to provide a Means and Methods with a 
worker's orientation for the safe operation of the job.

ECB Violation 35377002L, 35377003M & 35377004P ALTERATION 122993485 Material Fell 211 EAST 70TH STREETL.P. E & A RESTORATION INC

1/7/2019 Manhattan 22 NORTH LOOP ROAD 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker was 
stripping formwork on the third floor when he cut his 
finger by a nail while trying to hold the nail. The worker 
walked to an urgent care center on his own to receive 
treatment and will return to work.

No Dispatch NEW BUILDING 121203697 Other Construction Related Incidents NOT ON FILE HUNTER ROBERTS CONST. GRP

1/8/2019 Manhattan 15 EAST 30 STREET 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that there were two 
workers that were picking up a pipe that was ten feet 
long and six inches in diameter when one of the workers 
felt a pop in his back. This worker was experiencing pain 
and went to an off-site clinic.

No Dispatch Other Construction Related Incidents MADISON 30 31 OWNER LLC MADISON 30 31 OWNER LLC

1/8/2019 Queens 147-40 ARCHER AVENUE 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker cut his 
hand while using a drill to install metal studs. The worker 
went to a walk-in clinic.

No Dispatch nb 420654508 Other Construction Related Incidents HP JAMSTA HOUSING DEV. FUND CO cny construction
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1/9/2019 Brooklyn 244 HOWARD AVENUE 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that a worker was injured 
during a partial collapse of the roof and third and fourth 
floor joist. The worker was transported to a hospital with 
non-life threatening injuries. The collapse appeared to be 
the result of the overloading of the floor joist with debris 
and the presence of structural cold-formed steel that was 
not conforming to the approved plans. A DOB Violation 
was issued for a failure to safeguard. A full Stop Work 
Order (FSWO) was also issued. As of January 10, 2019, 
the Construction Safety Enforcement Unit is awaiting 
clearance to issue ECB Violations in response to this 
incident. Vacate orders were issued for exposure four of 
the adjacent building (242 Howard Avenue) due to the 
presence of obstructed egress. Contractors were in the 
process of restoring egress as of the time of inspection. 
Vacate orders were also issued to the rear yards of 69 
and 71 MacDougal Street, as they are in the collapse 
zone. The collapse zone at exposure one was 
maintained. Half of the street will remain closed 
overnight and will be monitored by the New York City 
Police Department. The owner is to obtain a professional 
engineer in order to oversee all emergenzy stabilization 
work.

DOB Violation 010919CE0305BG ALTERATION-1 321646918 Material Fell 244 HOWARD AVE LLC Y&Z DEVELOPERS INC

1/9/2019 Manhattan 1 WALL STREET 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker was 
pulling out a mini dumpster when he turned, fell, and hit 
his big right toe. The worker went to a clinic. An 
ambulance was not called. This incident occurred as the 
result of a worker’s error.

No Dispatch Other Construction Related Incidents NOT ON FILE

1/9/2019 Manhattan 22 NORTH LOOP ROAD 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker was 
performing grinding work when a particle fell behind his 
eye gear and went into his eye. The worker was taken to 
a clinic to have his eye flushed out. An ambulance was 
not called.

No Dispatch Other Construction Related Incidents NOT ON FILE

1/9/2019 Manhattan 550 WEST 34 STREET 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that an electrical 
worker was shocked while working on the fifth floor 
ceiling. The worker was found conscious and was taken 
to a hospital by ambulance. A DOB inspector responded 
to the incident and reported that the incident occurred as 
the result of a worker's error. No enforcement action was 
deemed necessary.

No Action Necessary N/A N/A Other Construction Related Incidents ONE HUDSON YARDS OWNER LLC

1/10/2019 Brooklyn 11 HOYT STREET 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that a panel of a fence was 
blown off from an anchor point by the wind. The panel of 
fence then struck a pedestrian on her leg. A medic 
examined the pedestrian and sent her to a clinic to 
receive treatment. Three ECB Violations were issued: 
one violation for a failure to safeguard persons and 
property affected by the construction operation, because 
the fence was not secured and was blown off by the 
wind, injuring a pedestrian, one violation for not being in 
possession of a design drawing for the fence that was 
approved by a Professional Engineer (PE), and one 
violation for the performance of work that was contrary to 
the approved Site Safety Plan, as the site logistics were 
not as per the Site Safety Plan. The General Contractor 
is to obtain an amended Site Safety Plan and provide a 
means and methods for the safe operation of the job.

ECB Violation 35351511Y, 12X AND 13H ALTERATION -1 321197058 Scaffold/Shed/Fence/Shoring/Installation 11 HOYT PROPERTY OWNER, L.P. TRITON CONSTRUCTION CO.,

1/10/2019 Bronx 600 BERGEN AVENUE 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker pulled 
his back while lifting a piece of steel. The worker called 
EMS.

No Dispatch NEW BUILDING 220151868-01-NB Worker Fell COMUNILIFE LA CENTRAL HOUSING MOUNTCO CONST. & DEV.CORP

1/11/2019 Manhattan 639 WEST 59 STREET 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker slipped 
on ice at the roof level. An amulance was called to take 
the worker to a hospital. A DOB inspector responded to 
the incident and issued an ECB Violation for a failure to 
maintain work at the roof area. A DOB Violation was also 
issued.

ECB Violation 35376811R 011119CE07DH01 NB 123308562 Worker Fell RCB4 NOMINEE LLC Tishman Construction corp.
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1/14/2019 Manhattan 627 GREENWICH STREET 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that an elevator company was 
working on a device at the twelfth floor. The shaftway did 
not have any screen protection, allowing the mechanic to 
move between the shaftway, and the mechanic got his 
harness caught on the metal angle that was between the 
elevator that he was working on and an elevator that was 
right next to it, which was functioning. The mechanic 
suffered minor bruises to his leg and an ambulance was 
called. Two ECB Violations were issued: one violation 
was issued to cease the use of Elevator Device 1P49825 
at the site due to the presence of a broken limit cam, and 
one violation was issued for a failure to safeguard.

ECB Violation 3826733H, 38267331Y Worker Fell 627 GREENWICH OWNER LLC

1/15/2019 Brooklyn 281 CUMBERLAND STREET 0 1 The Construction Superintendent reported that a worker 
was installing railing around the shaft of the stairs in the 
backyard that lead down to the basement when the 
worker fell nine feet into the shaft. The worker suffered a 
possibly broken leg and was taken to a hospital by 
ambulance. The worker was found to have not been tied 
off. A DOB inspector responded to the incident and 
issued three ECB Violations: one violation for the failure 
to institute safety measures, as a worker fell during the 
installation of railings, one violation for the possession of 
an expired General Contractor license by the General 
Contractor, and a third violation for the possession of 
expired worker's comp insurance. A full Stop Work Order 
(FSWO) and three DOB Violations were also issued.

ECB Violation 35377042X,43H,44J 011519CE02BG08,09,10 ALT 1 321195103 Worker Fell SWEENEY, WILLIAM J IV SMOOTH RENOVATIONS INC

1/15/2019 Manhattan 50 WEST 69 STREET 0 2 A DOB inspector reported that two workers were struck 
in the eyes by debris during the excavation phase of a 
bed-rock breaking operation. Both workers left the site to 
seek medical attention. An ECB Violation was issued for 
a failure to maintain safe operations at the site. A partial 
Stop Work Order (PSWO) was issued for bed-rock 
breaking operations. A DOB Violation was also issued.

ECB Violation 35376899K 011619CE07MH04 Other Construction Related Incidents ERZULI, LLC NORDIC CUSTOM BUILDERS IN

1/17/2019 Brooklyn 340 EVERGREEN AVENUE 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker cut his 
finger while throwing a piece of metal into a dumpster. 
The worker was treated on site and was then taken to a 
doctor to receive additional treatment.

No Dispatch NB - NEW BUILDING 321181993- Other Construction Related Incidents BUSHWICK REALTY HOLDINGS LLC Y.N.H. CONSTRUCTION INC

1/18/2019 Brooklyn 3491 FORT HAMILTON PARKWAY 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that a worker cut his leg with a 
power saw. An ambulance was called. Two ECB 
Violations were issued: one violation for the use of a 
power saw that was contrary to the manufacturer's 
specifications, and one violation for the failure to provide 
a pre-shift safety meeting. A full Stop Work Order 
(FSWO) and two DOB Violations were also issued.

ECB Violation 35377064R 35377065Z 011819CE12JK01 / JK02 Other Construction Related Incidents SNL ORIX FORT HAMILTON, LLC SNL CONSTRUCTION LLC

1/18/2019 Manhattan 139 EAST 56 STREET 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker 
accidentally hit himself in the lips while swinging a 
hammer. The worker’s foreman took him to a hospital for 
further observation.

No Dispatch NB 123028810 Other Construction Related Incidents 139 EAST 56TH STREET LANDLORD HUNTER ROBERTS CONSTRUCTION GROUP

1/22/2019 Bronx 810 RIVER AVENUE 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker was 
working on duct work when he fell approximately five feet 
from a ladder. The worker claimed to have suffered 
injuries to his neck and back and was taken to a hospital 
to be further examined. A DOB inspector responded to 
the incident and visited the site and reported that there 
were no hazardous conditions observed. No 
enforcement action was deemed necessary, as it was 
determined that the injury occurred as the result of a 
worker's error.

No Action Necessary Worker Fell NOT ON FILE M. MELNICK & COMPANY INC

1/22/2019 Manhattan 277 PARK AVENUE 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a laborer cut his 
finger while disposing of material into a mini-container. 
The laborer walked to a MedRite to be futher evaluated.

No Dispatch ALT 2 FAÇADE 123164075 Other Construction Related Incidents 277 PARK AVEENUE,LLC CAULDWELL WINGATE CO LLC

1/25/2019 Manhattan 730 5 AVENUE 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that an electrician suffered a 
laceration to this index finger while using a band saw. 
The worker was taken to a nearby hospital. An ECB 
Violation was issued for a failure to safeguard. A partial 
Stop Work Order (PSWO) was issued to stop all use of 
cutting tools. A Means and Methods for the safe 
operation of the job must be provided.

ECB Violation 35382611N Alteration 122751771 Mechanical Construction Equipment NOT ON FILE Structure Tone
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1/25/2019 Manhattan 560 WEST 33 STREET 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker slipped 
and fell approximately two feet off of a ladder. The 
worker complained about back pain. An ambulance was 
called, and the worker was taken to Mount Sinai hospital 
for observation. The worker was released with 
medication.

No Dispatch NB 121192618 Worker Fell NOT ON FILE TISHMAN CONSTRUCTION CORP

1/25/2019 Manhattan 233 WEST 125 STREET 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that a worker was carrying a 
steel spreader beam when his foot got caught between 
rebar, which caused the worker to drop the steel 
spreader beam on his left foot. The worker left the site to 
seek medical attention. An ECB Violation was issued for 
a failure to maintain safe operations at the site. A partial 
Stop Work Order (PSWO) was issued for all concrete 
operations. A DOB Violation was also issued.

ECB Violation 35382662N 012519CE10MO01 Other Construction Related Incidents HARLEM URBAN DVLPMNTCP FLINTLOCK CONSTR SERV LLC

1/28/2019 Brooklyn 85 JAY STREET 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that a worker was bending 
rebar on a machine when he got his right arm pinched 
between a rebar and a column. The worker suffered 
minor injuries and was taken to a nearby hospital. The 
worker had recently taken part in a pre-shift safety 
meeting that was related to pinch points. The worker did 
not follow protocol. It was determined that this incident 
occurred as the result of a worker's error and no 
enforcement action was deemed necessary.

No Action Necessary NB 321188415 Other Construction Related Incidents 85 JAY STREET BROOKLYN, LLC New line structures

1/28/2019 Manhattan 122 EAST 23 STREET 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker hurt his 
nose while working on a sprinkler. A co-worker took the 
injured worker to a hospital.

No Dispatch Other Construction Related Incidents NOT ON FILE CM and Associates

1/28/2019 Manhattan 532 WEST 20 STREET 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker was 
walking on the site when he sprained his ankle. The 
worker left the site on his own to seek medical attention. 
This incident occurred on January, 28, 2019, but was not 
reported until January 29, 2019.

No Dispatch Other Construction Related Incidents DDG 532 WEST 20TH STREET LLC DDG DEVELOPMENT LLC

1/29/2019 Bronx 600 EAST 156 STREET 0 1 The Site Safety Manager reported that a worker slipped 
while coming off of an “A”-Frame ladder. The worker 
complained that he was experiencing foot pain and was 
taken to a hospital by ambulance.

No Dispatch Other Construction Related Incidents 600 EAST 156TH STREET HOUSING

1/29/2019 Manhattan 1 WALL STREET 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that there were two workers 
transporting twenty-five sheets of metal with an "A"-
Frame cart when the load of sheets fell off of the cart 
and hit one of the workers in the leg. The struck worker 
received cuts and bruises on his leg and went to a 
hospital to be further evaluated. The incident was 
caused by the overloading or misuse of equipment. An 
ECB Violation was issued for a failure to take adequate 
safety measures in handling materials. A partial Stop 
Work Order (PSWO) was issued on all material 
handling. The contractors at the site are to provide a 
Means and Methods for safe material handling.

ECB Violation 35382797k alteration 121190086 Other Construction Related Incidents NOT ON FILE JT Magen

1/30/2019 Manhattan 708 Broadway 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that an operation was taking 
place to fill hollow metal columns in a building with 
cement in order to support heavy duty mechanical 
equipment that will be installed on the roof. While the first 
column was being filled, a pre-drilled plug became 
dislodged, and concrete was spilled onto the floor of the 
gym, onto a free standing weight machine, and onto a 
patron. The patron/pedestrian was directed to go to a 
local hospital for precautionary measures.  An ECB 
Violation was issued for a failure to safeguard. A partial 
Stop Work Order (PSWO) and a DOB Violation were 
also issued.

ECB Violation 35374766H 013019CERJM01 ALTERATION TYPE 2 140598725-01-EW-OT Material Fell NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SKYLINE RESTORATION INC

1/31/2019 Manhattan 767 5 AVENUE 0 1 A DOB inspector reported that a worker was installing a 
light fixture when he cut his right wrist on a piece of 
metal. The worker was taken to a hospital, where he 
received seven stitches and was then released. The 
inspector determined that the incident occurred as the 
result of a worker's error. No enforcement action was 
deemed necessary.

No Action Necessary alteration 123660430 Other Construction Related Incidents 767 FIFTH PARTNERS LLC Turner construction
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